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DNA-porphyrin conjugates were designed and synthesized for the preparation of the conformationally
controlled porphyrin dimer structures constructed on a d(GCGTATACGC)2. Porphyrin derivatives were
introduced to the central TATpA sequence wherep represents the phosphoramidate for the attachment
of the free-base porphyrin (FbP) and zinc-coordinated porphyrin (ZnP), which allows contact of the two
porphyrins in the minor groove. The porphyrin dimers were characterized using CD, UV-vis, steady-
state, and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopies, indicating that the porphyrins form face-to-face
conformations. Also the co-facial conformation was confirmed by comparison with spectra of the non-
self-complementary duplex containing one porphyrin moiety. Introduction of zinc into porphyrin moiety
destabilized the duplex formation. Two diastereomers showed different thermal stabilities and affected
the conformations of porphyrin dimers. The temperature-dependent assembly and the conformational
change of the porphyrin dimer on the duplex DNA were observed in the UV-vis spectra, indicating that
the dynamic movement of the porphyrin dimer occurs on the duplex. The results indicate that the porphyrin
dimers of DNA-FbP conjugates are overlapped clockwise and are located in the minor groove of the
usual B-form DNA backbone. The interaction and conformation of two porphyrin moieties are controlled
by the following three factors: (1) temperature change during and after formation of the duplex porphyrins
at lower temperature; (2) diastereochemistry of the phosphoramidates where porphyrins are connected
via a linker; and (3) zinc ion coordination that destabilizes the interaction of porphyrins as well duplex
formation.

Introduction

Self-assembled chromophore systems are widely accepted for
the construction of novel photochemical and electrochemical
materials.1-4 In these studies, the multichromophore system
displayed completely different physical properties from the

monomeric chromophore, therefore the defined arrangements
and the number of chromophores are crucial issues for the final
performance of the self-assembled system.1-4 Porphyrin deriva-
tives are some of the most attractive chromophores, which show
not only a unique photochemical property such as the visible-
light absorbing nature but also a physical property such as
the formation of well-characterized assemblies under specific
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conditions.4-8 The anionic porphyrin, such as tetrakis(4-sul-
fonatophenyl)porphyrin, forms an H-aggregate under acidic
conditions, and some counter cations also induce the H-
aggregate formation.6a-c In addition, the photophysical proper-
ties can be easily changed by metal-coordination, in which
heterogeneous combinations of porphyrin derivatives have been
applied for energy-transfer and electron-transfer systems.4,7,8

Also the cofacial Zn-porphyrin dimers have been investigated
as a host for various guests such as bispyridine derivatives,11

amino acids,12 viologen,13 and fullerene.14 Controlled assembly
of functional molecules using the support of DNA is a promising
approach for the construction of structurally defined arrays of
functional molecules.15-16 Manganese porphyrin was first
attached to an oligonucleotide for the preparation of site-
selective DNA cleaving molecules.17Also porphyrin derivatives
were conjugated to DNA for the investigation of DNA
conformations and stabilizing the DNA structure.17 Recently,
branched DNA-porphyrin conjugates have been synthesized for
the construction of DNA assemblies of multiple double helices
and nanostructures.19 By employing DNA as a scaffold to
assemble chromophores, we intended to control the association
and conformation of multiple porphyrins through the assembly
of DNA strands under milder conditions.

In this study, we synthesized the DNA-porphyrin conjugates
for the preparation of the conformationally controlled porphyrin

dimer structures, and investigated the temperature-dependent
assembly and the conformational change of the porphyrin dimer.
To reduce the steric hindrance between duplex DNA and
porphyrin moiety, the porphyrins were introduced to the
phosphorus atom via a linker that is connected to the diastre-
ochemically pure phosphoramidate for formation of the por-
phyrin dimer in the minor groove.20 The orientations of the
linkers on the phosphorus atom are completely different from
each other; in the B-DNA structure, theRp-configuration orients
the linker toward the outer side of the double helix, while the
Sp-configuration orients the linker toward the major groove.20,21

This steric difference of diastereochemistry should affect the
duplex-forming activity and porphyrin interaction. We charac-
terized the interaction and conformational change of porphyrins
on the duplex DNA scaffold by spectroscopic analysis and
examined the effective formation of porphyrin dimer structures.

Results and Discussion

Design And Synthesis of DNA-Porphyrin Conjugates.The
self-complementary 10mer sequence 5′-GCGTATACGC-3′ (1)
and the non-self-complementary 10mer sequence 5′-GCCG-
TAGTCG-3′ (2) were used as scaffolds for attachment of the
porphyrin derivative (Figure 1).20 The porphyrin derivatives
were introduced to the internal phosphorus atoms at the specific
position that is denoted asp in the sequences of 5′-GCGTAT-
pACGC-3′ (1) and 5′-GCCGTpAGTCG-3′ (2). Previous mo-
lecular modeling for the chemical interstrand cross-linking study
of sequence1 shows that these phosphorus atoms are located
in the most proximal positions in the minor groove of the 10mer
duplex.20 The non-self-complementary sequence2 is used as a
reference for monomeric porphyrin on the duplex DNA for
comparison with the dimeric porphyrins in the self-comple-
mentary sequence1.21 The DNA oligomers containing diaste-
reochemically regulated phosphoramidates were synthesized
according to a previously reported procedure.20,21Two diaster-
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FIGURE 1. DNA-porphyrin conjugates and the sequences of self-
complementary1 and non-self-complementary2 used in the experiment.
A and B denote the diastereochemically pure isomers, which represent
the faster and slower eluted products on a reversed-phase HPLC,
respectively. FbP and ZnP represent free-base porphyrin and Zn-
coordinated porphyrin, respectively.
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eomers denoted as A and B correspond to the faster eluted peaks
and slower ones on a reversed-phase HPLC, respectively (Figure
S1, Supporting Information). Porphyrin derivatives, FbP-ma-
leimide3 and ZnP-maleimide4, were synthesized according to
Scheme S1 (Supporting Information). We introduced three
sulfonate groups for solubility for water and the maleimide group
for maleimido-thiol coupling. The primary amine of the tet-
rabutylammomium salt of the starting porphyin22 was converted
into maleimide using maleic anhydride in acetonitrile and then
with acetic anhydride and sodium bicarbonate to give the FbP-
maleimide3 (90% yield). Introduction of zinc ion to3 using
zinc acetate gave ZnP-maleimide4 (95% yield). The oligo-
nucleotides containing a diastereochemically pure phosphora-
midate were treated with DTT for the preparation of thiol-
tethered DNA (DNA-SH). DNA-porphyrin conjugates were
prepared by coupling the DNA-SH with excess FbP-maleimide
3 or ZnP-maleimide4, purified by HPLC (Figure S2, Supporting
Information), and identified using MALDI-TOF mass spectros-
copy (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

Thermal Stabilities of Porphyrin Dimer and Duplex DNA.
The stabilities of the duplexes were examined by melting
temperature (Tm) measurements (Table 1). We measured the
thermal denaturation profiles of the DNA region (260 nm) and
the porphyrin region (420 and 427 nm for FbP and ZnP,
respectively) (Figure 2). DNA-porphyrin derivatives showed
typical melting curves of denaturation of duplex DNA. In the
cases of the DNA-FbP conjugates, porphyrin moieties did not
work for the significant stabilization of the duplex, suggesting
that the negative charge repulsion between two porphyrin deriv-
atives may lead to the destabilization of the duplex. In addition,
the stereochemical effects of the phosphoramidates were ob-
served, and the complexes containing B-diastereomers (1B-FbP)
were thermally more stable than those with A-diastereomers.20-21

In the cases of the DNA-ZnP conjugates,1A-ZnP showed a
significantly different behavior as compared to DNA-FbP
conjugates. The melting profile of the DNA region of1A-ZnP
did not show a stable duplex even at lower temperature (Figure
2C). In contrast, although the stability of1B-ZnP decreased as
compared to that of1B-FbP, 1B-ZnP formed a stable duplex
at lower temperature as shown in the melting profile (Figure

2D). Because the zinc is located out of the porphyrin plane and
a water molecule occupies an axial position of the zinc ion,
coordination of zinc prevents the porphyrin aggregation as
compared to that of FbP.21,22 Therefore, the ZnP negatively
affected not only the porphyrin interaction, but also the stability
of duplex formation.

In the melting profiles monitored by the absorption change
in the porphyrin derivatives, the changes in the porphyrin regions
showed the dynamic movements of the porphyrin dimer. The
absorption curves of the porphyrin parts showed slightly lower
values than the melting curve of duplex DNA depending on
the temperature (Figure 2). These results indicate that the
porphyrins dissociate before dissociation of the DNA duplex.

The results of the stabilities of DNA-porphyrin duplexes also
showed the clear diastereomer effect. The duplexes of the
B-diastereomers were more stable than those of the A-
diastereomers, similar to the results of the other diastereomers
previously studied.20,21Because the A- and B-diastereomers used
in this experiment have been estimated as theSp- and Rp-
configurations, respectively,20 the tether of theRp-configuration
directs to the minor groove, which is advantageous for as-
sembling the chromophores in the minor groove. Therefore, the
B-diastereomers in both FbP and ZnP conjugates allowed
contact of two porphyrin moieties with smaller stress as
compared to the A-diastereomers. Zn coordination in the
A-diastereomer significantly decreased the stability of the
duplex, and the ZnP dimer formation on the B-diastereomer is
also structurally more favorable than that on the A-diastereomer.

Absorption Spectral Change of Porphyrin Moieties in the
Duplex DNA. To investigate the interaction of the two
porphyrins, the UV-vis spectral changes of DNA-porphyrin
conjugates were monitored by increasing the temperature after
annealing of the DNA-porphyrin conjugates (Figure 2). In the
cases of1A-FbP and1B-FbP, the wavelength of the maximum
absorption peak of the Soret band was 412 nm at 10°C (Figure
3, parts A and B). By increasing the temperature, the peaks
gradually shifted to a longer wavelength (420 nm at 70°C)
with increasing absorbance of the peaks. The shapes of the peaks
significantly changed around 40-60 °C, which corresponds to
the dissociation of the DNA strands. As compared to the
dissociated state of DNA at 70°C and the duplex state below
30 °C, the peaks shifted to a shorter wavelength by 8 nm
accompanying broadening of the peaks by decreasing the
temperature during the duplex formation. This result indicates
that the transition dipoles of the two porphyrins favorably
overlap to form a face-to-face conformation such as an H-like
aggregate.6 At lower temperature (10-20 °C), the Soret band
of the porphyrin shifted from 412 to 414 nm without signifi-
cantly changing the absorbance, indicating the conformational
change of porphyrin dimer on duplex DNA during association
of the porphyrin dimer. In spite of the difference in the
configuration of the phorphoramidate, the spectra of the Soret
bands of both diastereomers were quite similar at 10°C,
indicating that the linkers are flexible enough to allow two
porphyrins to form a thermally favorable conformation.

For the control experiments, the temperature-dependent
spectral changes of the non-self-complementary DNA-porphyrin
conjugates2-FbP (both A- and B-diastereomers) with its
complementary strand were examined (Figure S6, Supporting
Information). The absorbance of the Soret band decreased by
decreasing the temperature accompanying the long wavelength
shift by 2-3 nm under the same conditions, indicating that the
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TABLE 1. Melting Temperatures of DNA and Porphyrin
Derivatives of the DNA-Porphyrin Conjugatesa

DNA region porphyrin region

DNA Tm/°C ∆Tm/°C Tm/°C ∆Tm/°C

1A-FbP 46.3 -3.2 43.2 -3.1
1B-FbP 50.3 +0.8 47.7 -2.6
2A-FbP 38.3 -12.9
2B-FbP 41.1 -10.1
1A-ZnP nd 22.2
1B-ZnP 38.9 -10.6 34.7 -4.2
2A-ZnP 38.1 -14.1
2B-ZnP 42.7 -8.5

a Dissociation of DNA was monitored at 260 nm, and those of FbP and
ZnP were monitored at 420 and 427 nm, respectively.Tm values of native
1 and2 were 49.5 and 51.2°C, respectively. nd, not determined.∆Tm in
the DNA region represents the difference from theTm of unmodified duplex.
∆Tm in the porphyrin region represents the difference from theTm of the
corresponding DNA.
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single FbP attached to the DNA may intercalate into the duplex
DNA. In addition, free FbP-maleimide3 formed the different
H-aggregates as compared to those of the1-FbP conjugates
both in the absence and in the presence of duplex DNA (Figure
S7, Supporting Information). The clearly different behaviors of
the single porphyrin in the2-FbP duplexes from the double
porphyrins in the1-FbP duplexes confirm that the porphyrins
in the 1-FbP duplexes favorably form face-to-face conforma-
tions.

We also examined the spectral changes of DNA-ZnP con-
jugates. The absorption of the Soret band of1A-ZnP continu-
ously decreased at lower temperature, and the peak shift was
very small (Figure 2C). In contrast, the Soret band of1B-ZnP
shifted to a shorter wavelength from 427 (70°C) to 423 nm
(10 °C) accompanying the decrease in the absorbance of the
peak by lowering the temperature (Figure 3D), which was
similar to that of the case of DNA-FbP conjugates described
above. At lower temperature (10-20 °C), the peak shifted from

FIGURE 2. Melting profiles of the DNA-porphyrin conjugates1A-FbP (A), 1B-FbP (B), 1A-ZnP (C), and1B-ZnP (D). Solid lines and dashed
ones represent the absorbance changes monitored at 260 nm for the absorbance of DNA and at 420 and 427 nm for those of FbP and ZnP derivative,
respectively.

FIGURE 3. Temperature-dependent spectral changes of DNA-porphyrin conjugates: free-base porphyrin derivatives1A-FbP (A) and 1B-FbP
(B); Zn-porphyrin derivatives1A-ZnP (C) and1B-ZnP (D). The spectral changes were monitored every 10°C by heating from 10 to 70°C.
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424 to 423 nm with a small change of the absorption, indicating
that the conformational change of the ZnP dimer proceeds at
lower temperature. We also examined the temperature-dependent
spectral changes of2-ZnP with the complementary strand. The
spectral changes of the Soret bands in the2-ZnPs were modest
as compared to those in the1-ZnPs under the same condition
(Figure S6, Supporting Information). Also the free ZnP-
maleimide4 did not form any aggregates in the absence and
presence of duplex DNA (Figure S7, Supporting Information).
These results indicate that the two ZnPs in the1B-ZnP can
form the overlapped conformations, and the formation of the
porphyrin dimers in the1-ZnP is very sensitive to the
diastereochemistry of the phosphoramidates.

Fluorescence Properties of DNA-Porphyrin Conjugates.
Fluorescence spectra of the DNA-porphyrin conjugates in the
DNA were investigated (Table 2). The peaks in all the emission
spectra excited at the Soret band region have features of typical
porphyrin derivatives (Figure S8, Supporting Information). In
the cases of the DNA-FbP conjugates, the emission peaks
excited at the aggregation band in the Soret band (412 nm)
largely shifted to longer wavelengths (7-14 nm) as compared
to those of the2-FbP duplexes, indicating the strong coupling
of the two porphyrin moieties. These peaks were also shifted
to longer wavelengths (2-5 nm) as compared to those excited
at the monomeric FbP Soret band (420 nm) of the1-FbP. In
addition, the difference in the peaks of the two diastereomers
was observed. All the emission peaks of the1B-FbP showed
longer wavelengths (2-6 nm) than those of the1A-FbP,
indicating that the B-diastereomer is advantageous to place the
porphyins in a favorable overlapped conformation. Time-
resolved fluorescence spectra were measured for the DNA-
porphyrin conjugates. The decay curves of both the DNA-
porphyrin derivatives can be fitted to single exponential,
meaning that the two porphyrins form a single conformation.
Fluorescence lifetimes of1A-FbP and1B-FbP were different,
and also different from those of the monomeric porphyrin on
the duplex.

For the DNA-ZnP conjugates, 423 (dimeric) and 427 nm
(monomeric) were used for the excitation. No peak shifts were
observed in the spectra of1A-ZnP and1B-ZnP with these two
excitation wavelengths, suggesting the smaller coupling of ZnPs
on the duplex DNA. Different emission peaks of the monomeric
2A-ZnP from those of1A-ZnP were observed. This difference
may originate from the interaction between DNA and ZnP in
2A-ZnP observed in the temperature-dependent UV/vis spectral
changes (Figure S6C, Supporting Information).

Conformations of Porphyrin Dimers Investigated by CD
Spectroscopy.The interactions of the porphyrin moieties and
DNA backbone structures were examined by circular dichroism
(CD) spectroscopy (Figure 4). We investigated the characteristic
CD bands of both DNA duplex and porphyrin moieties. At first,
the backbones of the DNA structures were characterized. In the

DNA structure of the1A-FbP, the intensities of the negative
and positive bands (260 and 280 nm, respectively), which are
characteristic for a double helix structure, were similar to those
of the native duplex structures.25 Both DNA structures contain-
ing two DNA-porphyrin units with the A- or B-diastereomers
formed characteristic B-form double helix structures.25

We next examined the induced CD bands in the porphyrin
regions. CD spectra of2-FbP duplexes were examined as
references, where single porphyrin was located on duplex DNA.
In the CD spectra of monomeric porphyrins in2-FbPduplexes,
the positive induced CD bands originating from the Soret band
of the porphyrin derivatives were observed around 400-450
nm (Figure S9, Supporting Information). In contrast, the strong
negative and positive induced CD bands were observed in the
spectra of both1-FbP duplexes.1A-FbP and1B-FbP showed
different induced CD bands in the porphyrin region. In the case

(25) Johnson, W. C.Circular Dichroism, Principles and Applications;
Berova, N., Nakanishi, K., Woody, R.W., Eds.; Wiley-VCH: New York,
2000; pp 703-718.

TABLE 2. Fluorescence Properties of DNA-Porphyrin Conjugatesa

emission/nm emission/nm

DNA λex ) 412 nm λex ) 420 nm τ/ns DNA λex ) 423 nm λex ) 427 nm τ/ns

1A-FbP 660, 724 657, 719 12.6 1A-ZnP 607, 656 607, 656 2.4
1B-FbP 662, 728 660, 725 11.5 1B-ZnP 608, 658 608, 658 2.4
2A-FbP 653, 715 654, 717 11.4 2A-ZnP 605, 654 605, 654 2.3
2B-FbP 653, 714 653, 716 11.3 2B-ZnP 608, 658 608, 658 2.3

a Measurements were carried out in a solution containing 2.0µM DNA-porphyrin conjugates, 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), and 1.0 M NaCl.
Duplexes of DNA-porphyrin conjugates2 contained 1.0µM DNA-porphyrin conjugates and the complementary strand.

FIGURE 4. CD spectra of the DNA-porphyrin conjugates: (A)1A-
FbP (solid line) and1B-FbP (broken line); (B)1A-ZnP (solid line)
and1B-ZnP (broken line). CD spectrum of the native 10mer duplex1
(native) is also shown as a reference (dotted line).
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of 1A-FbP, strong negative and positive bands appeared at 410
and 443 nm, respectively. Strong negative and weaker positive
bands were observed in1B-FbP at 410 and 438 nm, respec-
tively. The appearance of positive and negative CD bands
indicates the excitonic coupling between two porphyrin chro-
mophores.18,26The differences in the patterns of the CD bands
of the porphyrin region between the A- and B-diastereomer are
attributed to the conformation of the overlapped porphyrins,
which originate from the configurations of phosphoramidates
where these porphyrins are attached. The observed positive CD
exciton couplet in the spectrum indicates the clockwise overlap
of the transition dipoles of two porphyrins on the duplex DNA.26

In the cases of the ZnP-attached DNA, excitonic couplings
were also observed, and the band shapes between1A-ZnP and
1B-ZnP were different. Excitonic couplings of the ZnP dimers
were much weaker than those of the free base porphyrin dimers,
because the zinc coordination to the porphyrin weakens the
interaction of ZnPs as compared to the interactions of FbPs.23,24

These results suggest that the two ZnPs may not form fully
overlapped dimer structures on these DNA duplex scaffolds.

Conclusions

We have designed and synthesized the DNA-porphyrin
conjugates and characterized the interaction of the porphyrins
on the duplex. Excitonic coupling of the porphyrins observed
in the spectra of dimeric DNA-FbP conjugates shows that the
porphyrins preferentially form a face-to-face conformation. Also
the face-to-face conformation was confirmed by comparison
with spectra of the non-self-complementary duplex with a
monomeric porphyrin. Based on the results of the spectroscopic
data, the structure of DNA-FbP conjugates1A-FbP is shown
in the abstract figure, and the overall interactions of the DNA
and porphyrin moieties are described as an illustration in Figure
5. Two porphyrins overlapped clockwise are located in the minor
groove, which are connected to the phosphoramidate with the
Rp-configuration in the usual B-form DNA backbone. During
the porphyrin dimer formation process by decreasing the
temperature, the duplex formation occurs first, and then the two
porphyrins approach to form a dimer structure. By further
decreasing the temperature, the porphyrin dimer changes the
conformation on the duplex DNA to form the thermally
favorable face-to-face conformation in the cases of the DNA-

FbP conjugates. Although the ZnPs also formed the dimer
structures on the duplexes, overlap of two ZnPs is small, and
ZnP negatively affected the stabilities of duplexes. Diastere-
ochemistry of the phosphoramidate was also a key factor for
the porphyrin dimer formations and the duplex stabilities. Using
the selective assembly of the duplex DNA, the heterogeneous
porphyrins and other chromophores can be introduced in the
minor groove of the DNA. These DNA-chromophore conjugates
can be expanded for the construction of the DNA-assisted and
structurally controlled multichrophore system.

Experimental Section

Synthesis of DNA-Porphyrin Conjugates.A disulfide tether
was introduced via a phosphoramidate linkage in the center of the
10-mer single-strand DNA according to a previously reported
method.19-21 Two adjacent diastereomer peaks (A- and B-diaster-
eomers) were separated by reversed-phase HPLC [linear gradient
using 2-8% acetonitrile/water (20 min) containing 50 mM am-
monium formate, Nacalai Cosmosil C18 reversed-phase column
(7.5 × 150 mm), 2.0 mL/min, 260 nm] (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). The purified diastereochemically pure oligonucleotide
(10 nmol) was reduced in a solution containing 50 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.0) and 10 mM DTT at 50°C for 30 min. The thiol-attached
DNA (DNA-SH) was purified by reversed-phase HPLC (the same
conditions as described above). The DNA-SH was treated with a
0.1 mM acetonitrile solution of free base porphyrin-maleimide3
or Zn-porphyrin maleimide4 in 50 mM ammonium formate (pH
6.5) at 30°C for 2 h. DNA-porphyrin conjugates were purified by
HPLC [the same conditions as described above except for a linear
gradient using 2-50% acetonitrile/water (20 min)], and finally
lyophilized. MALDI-TOF MS (negative):1-FbPcalcd 4036.1 [M
- H]-, found: 1A-FbP, 4037.7;1B-FbP, 4036.7.1-ZnP calcd
4099.5 [M - H]-, found: 1A-ZnP, 4099.3;1B-ZnP, 4100.3.

UV-Vis Spectroscopy.Temperature-dependent absorption spec-
tra were obtained on a UV-vis spectorophotometer equipped with
a temperature controller. A solution containing 2.0µM DNA-
porphyrin conjugate, 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), and 1.0
M NaCl was heated at 85°C in a quartz cell, and then slowly cooled
to 4 °C. Spectra were obtained every 10°C by heating from 10 to
70 °C. Using the same solution, thermal denaturation profiles were
obtained. The absorption changes in the DNA region were
monitored at 260 nm, and those of the FbP and ZnP were monitored
at 420 and 427 nm, respectively. Temperature was increased at a
rate of 1.0 deg/min. The first derivative calculated from the melting
profile was used to determine theTm value.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy.Measurements were carried out at
20 °C in a solution containing 2.0µM DNA-porphyrin conjugate,
10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), and 1.0 M NaCl.

(26) Berova, N.; Nakanishi, K.Circular Dichroism, Principles and
Applications; Berova, N., Nakanishi, K., Woody, R.W., Eds.; Wiley-VCH:
New York, 2000; pp 337-382.

FIGURE 5. Interaction of DNA and porphyrin moieties during self-assembly by decreasing the temperature. DNA duplex formation in the first
step followed by porphyrin H-like aggregate formation in the second step.
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Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy. Measurements were
carried out at 20°C in a solution containing 10µM DNA-porphyrin
conjugate, 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), and 1.0 M NaCl using
a quartz cell with a 2 mmpath length.

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy.Fluorescence de-
cays were acquired by the single photon counting method using a
streak scope (Hamamatsu Photonics, C4334-01). Samples were
excited with a second harmonic generation (420 nm) of a Ti-:
sapphire laser (Spectra Physics, Tsunami 3941-M1BB, fwhm 100
fs). Measurements were carried out at 23°C in a solution containing
2.0 µM DNA-porphyrin conjugate, 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH
7.0), and 1.0 M NaCl.
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